Microsoft's Security Service Edge solution

Secure access to any app or resource from anywhere for today's modern hybrid workforce

Threats are constantly evolving, and the risk from cyberattacks is increasing. The adoption of cloud-based workloads and the proliferation of hybrid workforces have exposed identity and network security professionals to new challenges. Existing tools don't scale to the needs of anywhere access.

Inconsistent and inefficient security controls lead to expanded attack surfaces and lateral threat movement. Poor user experience and productivity result from slow and inconsistent access. Higher operational complexities may lead to security vulnerabilities and increased cost.

81% of enterprises have started to move toward a hybrid workforce.¹

An identity-centric and unified Security Service Edge (SSE) solution at a global scale

Built on Zero Trust principles, Microsoft's identity-centric SSE solution delivers secure access to any app or resource from anywhere.

Microsoft's SSE solution provides secure and optimized connectivity. Comprehensive Zero Trust security across all apps and resources. Adaptive access and robust data exfiltration controls. Reduced risk through in-depth network visibility and context.

Secure access to all private apps and resources for users anywhere
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Protect access to your apps and services—inside or outside your perimeter network

Microsoft's SSE solution protects your hybrid workforce with converged identity and network access controls.

Flexible deployment options so you can choose what works best for your organization.

Learn more about Microsoft's SSE solution and provide extra protection for your hybrid workforce.